
ABSTRACT

Narasimhan, Kesava Prasad. An Implementation of Differentiated Services In A Linux

Environment. (Under the direction of  Dr. Yannis Viniotis and Dr. Mladen Vouk.)

The purpose of this project has been to implement a differentiated services

(diffserv) router in software in a Linux environment. The objective is to enable the

construction of a test-bed of such diffserv routers. One of the design goals is to make the

software as modular as possible. This permits the various modules of the diffserv router

to be configured easily. In addition, a very user-friendly script file interface was designed

to configure the diffserv modules. Consideration was also given to the fact that in future,

this code is expected to be integrated with a policy server. In this project, the emphasis

was on functionality and not on performance. Hence, not much effort was taken towards

optimizing the performance of the diffserv router.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Need for  Quality of Service

With the recent explosive growth of the Internet, there is a trend now to send everything

through it. The result is that the very nature of traffic through the Internet has changed.

This change in nature of traffic, coupled with the fact that the volume has also increased

tremendously, has brought in new requirements for the Internet to handle. Some of the

new applications in the Internet include real-time and interactive multimedia services and

voice over IP. These require very good delay characteristics to be provided for the

service, along with more bandwidth.

In the classic IP world, packet delivery is on a best-effort basis and no guarantees are

given with respect to the packet stream’s characteristics like latencies, delay jitter and

loss rate. A voice stream is more sensitive to packet delays than to packet losses. If a

packet experiences a delay of more than 400 milliseconds, the voice becomes

unintelligible. But it can typically tolerate packet losses of up to 20 %. An application

with contrasting demands is the standard FTP. FTP sessions are more concerned about

throughput than delays. So, as we can see, the Internet is filled with traffic from

applications with contrasting requirements and the present-day best effort style service is

no longer sufficient.
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1.2 What is QoS?

Quality of Service (QoS) is that property of a network, which enables it to provide some

assurance about the quality and quantity of the traffic through it. It is really important to

provide end-to-end QoS because when the packets flow through a non-QoS network in

the core, all the QoS guarantees are liable to be lost.

QoS mechanisms require some kind of resource reservation for packet streams or flow

streams. This is important to differentiate it from a best-effort type service where the

resources are equally shared between all flows. So, typically, higher-priority flows have a

greater percentage of the resource allocated for itself compared to a lower–priority flow.

1.3 Terminology

This section gives a general conceptual overview of the terms used in this document.

Behavior  Aggregate (BA) : a stream of packets having the same DS

codepoint flowing in a particular direction.

BA classifier  : a classifier that selects packets based only on the contents of the DS field.

Classifier  : an entity which selects packets based on the content of packet headers

according to defined rules.

DS boundary node : a DS node that connects one DS domain to a node either in another

DS domain or in a domain that is not DS-capable.

DS codepoint : a specific value of the DSCP portion of the TOS field, used to select a

PHB.
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DS-compliant : enabled to support differentiated services functions and behaviors.

DS domain : a DS-capable domain; a contiguous set of nodes which operate with a

common set of service provisioning policies and PHB definitions.

DS egress node : DS boundary node which handles traffic as it leaves a DS domain.

DS ingress : a DS boundary node which handles traffic  as it enters a DS domain.

DS inter ior  node : a DS node that is not a DS boundary node.

DS field : the IPv4 header TOS octet when interpreted in conformance with RFC 2474.

The bits of the DSCP field encode the DS codepoint, while the remaining bits are

currently unused.

Dropper  : a device that discards packets based on specified rules

Marker  : a device that sets the DS codepoint in a packet based on defined rules.

Meter  : a device that measures the temporal properties (e.g., rate) of a traffic stream

selected by a classifier.

Microflow : a single instance of an application-to-application flow of packets which is

identified by source address, source port, destination address, destination port and

protocol id.

MF Classifier  : a multi-field (MF) classifier which selects packets based on the content

of some arbitrary number of header fields;  typically some combination of source

address, destination address, DS field, protocol ID, source port and destination

port.

Per-Hop-Behavior  (PHB) : the externally observable forwarding

behavior applied at a DS-compliant node to a DS behavior aggregate.
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PHB group : a set of one or more PHBs that can only be meaningfully specified and

implemented simultaneously, due to a common constraint applying to all PHBs in the set

such as a queue servicing or queue management policy. A PHB group provides a service

building block that allows a set of related forwarding behaviors to be specified

together (e.g., four dropping priorities). A single PHB is a special case of a PHB

group.

Policing : the process of discarding packets (by a dropper) within a traffic stream in

accordance with the state of a corresponding meter enforcing a traffic

profile.

Service : the overall treatment of a defined subset of a customer’s traffic within a DS

domain or end-to-end.

Service Level Agreement : a service contract between a customer and a (SLA)

service provider that specifies the forwarding service a customer should

receive.  A customer may be a user organization (source domain) or another DS

domain (upstream domain).  A SLA may include traffic conditioning rules which

constitute a TCA in whole or in part.

Service Provisioning : a policy which defines how traffic policy conditioners are

configured on DS boundary nodes and how traffic streams are mapped to

DS behavior aggregates to achieve a range of services.

Shaper  : a device that delays packets within a traffic stream to cause it to conform to

some defined traffic profile.
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Traffic conditioner  : an entity which performs traffic conditioning functions and which

may contain meters, markers, droppers, and shapers. A traffic conditioner may re-mark a

traffic stream or may discard or shape packets to alter the temporal characteristics of the

stream and bring it into compliance with a traffic profile.

Traffic Conditioning Agreement : an agreement specifying classifier rules agreement

(TCA) and any corresponding traffic profiles and metering, marking, discarding and/or

shaping rules which are to apply to the traffic streams selected by the classifier.

A TCA encompasses all of the traffic conditioning rules explicitly specified

within an SLA along with all of the rules implicit from the relevant service

requirements and/or from a DS domain’s service provisioning policy.

Traffic profile : a description of the temporal properties of a traffic stream such as rate

and burst size.

Traffic stream : an administratively significant set of one or more microflows which

traverse a path segment.  A traffic stream may consist of the set of active microflows

which are selected by a particular classifier.
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2 Diffserv Architecture

2.1 What is diffserv

The main goal of diffserv is to provide a scalable framework for offering a range of

services in the Internet with Quality of Service support and without the need to maintain

per-flow state in every router. This is mainly achieved by aggregating flows into a

smaller number of flows and giving them the same treatment. This eliminates the need to

recognize and store information about each individual flow in core routers. The diffserv

flows are policed and marked at the first egress router, according to a negotiated contract,

which also specifies the traffic profile . Then, subsequent routers (core routers) deal only

with aggregated traffic.

The TOS field of the IP packet contains a 6 bit codepoint called the Diffserv codepoint

(DSCP). The DSCP field determines the kind of per-hop behavior (PHB) that the flow

should receive. The PHBs define the forwarding behavior for the flow at that particular

router.

The out-of-profile packets are either dropped or marked with a different PHB by the

egress router. The ingress router classifies traffic into aggregates based on DHCP. This is

then policed according to the aggregate profiles. A core router may introduce some

burstiness into an in-profile traffic because of queuing or increased aggregation. So, the

egress may have to shape the traffic so that the downstream clouds do not police this

traffic unfairly.
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It is possible to provide end-to-end services by having a concatenation of multiple

diffserv clouds. The clouds negotiate contracts with the neighboring clouds for the

aggregates. These contracts are also characterized by traffic profiles.

Admission control decisions are made by bandwidth brokers. The bandwidth brokers are

also involved in configuring the diffserv modules in the routers. To initiate a connection,

the sender first signals its local bandwidth broker. The bandwidth broker then initiates an

end-to-end call setup. It needs to initiate this call setup through a chain of bandwidth

brokers – each bandwidth broker administrating one or more clouds. Each cloud may

have been implemented with different underlying technologies.

2.2 Advantages of diffserv

Diffserv offers a number of advantages like:

2.2.1 Scalability

Scalability is a very important concern in the design of the diffserv architecture. There

are two main aspects to the scalability problem:

• Scaling to large number of flows

• Scaling to high speeds
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2.2.1.1 Scaling to Large Numbers of Flows

The network cores need to handle large number of flows. So, any QoS method that

requires computational complexity or maintenance of substantial per-flow states will not

scale well. Diffserv handles this by aggregating flows. This way, per-flow handling is

moved to the network edge and away from the core. The flows are much smaller at the

network edge. Also, the aggregates are characterized by only a small number of simple

per-hop forwarding behaviors, which greatly reduces the per-packet forwarding

complexity for core routers.

2.2.1.2 Scaling to High Speeds

Some of the new applications require QoS that scale to very high speeds. In diffserv, the

PHBs are essentially kept simple. So the aggregates can be handled at high speeds. In

addition, in the differentiated services approach, the per-flow complexity is pushed as

close to the application as possible, making it easier to achieve scalability to high speeds.

2.2.2 Administratable

In the differentiated services framework, each cloud can set its own policies and

administrative procedures as long as the bilateral agreements that it makes with other

clouds are met. The bandwidth broker handles the external admissions requests without

extensive sharing of policy information.
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2.2.3 Measurable Service

The differentiated services framework is especially conducive to measurement. This is

because, a large amount of useful measurement data falls naturally out of the packet

classifiers and policers. The network service providers may rely on measurement tools to

facilitate network engineering and provisioning.

2.3 Diffserv Architecture

The main idea behind diffserv is to provide service differentiation for different flows. It

tries to satisfy some QoS requirements for the flows. The requirements may be specified

in quantitative or statistical terms of throughput, delay, jitter, and/or loss, or may

otherwise be specified in terms of some relative priority of access to network resources.

It achieves scalability by aggregating traffic flows into more manageable flows and

processes these aggregates instead of individual flows. Diffserv provides service

differentiation in one direction of traffic flow and is therefore asymmetric.

The main requirements of Diffserv architecture are:

• Scalability

• Should not require change in the existing applications

• Should not require hop-by-hop application signaling

• Should deal with aggregates and not individual flows

A diffserv domain consists of a set of diffserv capable nodes connected together and

governed by a common policy for provisioning services. Each diffserv domain has an

ingress diffserv node that provides fine-grained classification. This node selects a PHB to
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be associated with the flow and conditions the flow if necessary. A DS domain consists

of DS boundary nodes and DS interior nodes.  DS boundary nodes interconnect the DS

domain to other DS or non-DS-capable domains, whilst DS interior nodes only connect to

other DS interior or boundary nodes within the same DS domain. Both DS boundary

nodes and interior nodes must be able to apply the appropriate PHB to packets based on

the DS codepoint. In addition, DS boundary nodes may be required to perform traffic

conditioning functions as defined by a traffic conditioning agreement (TCA) between

their DS domain and the peering domain that they connect to. DS boundary nodes act

both as a DS ingress node and  a DS egress node for different directions of traffic.

Traffic enters a DS domain at a DS ingress node and leaves a DS domain at a DS egress

node.  A DS ingress node is responsible for ensuring that the traffic entering the DS

domain conforms to any TCA between it and the other domain to which the ingress node

is connected.  A DS egress node may perform traffic conditioning functions on traffic

forwarded to a directly connected peering domain, depending on the details of the TCA

between the two domains.
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Figure 1.   Diffserv Architecture
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2.3.1 Traffic Profiles

A traffic profile specifies the temporal properties of a traffic stream selected by a

classifier.  It provides rules for determining whether a particular packet is in-profile or

out-of-profile. Different conditioning actions may be applied to the in-profile packets and

out-of-profile packets.  In-profile packets may either be allowed to enter the DS domain

without further conditioning  or may have their DS codepoint changed.  The latter

happens when the DS codepoint is set to a non-Default value for the first time, or when

the packets enter a DS domain that uses a different PHB group or codepoint to PHB

mapping policy for this traffic stream.  Out-of-profile packets may either be queued until

they are in-profile (shaped), discarded (policed), marked with a new codepoint (re-

marked), or forwarded unchanged while triggering some accounting procedure.  Out-of-

profile packets may be mapped to one or more behavior aggregates that receives inferior

forwarding performance to the BA into which in-profile packets are mapped.

2.3.2 Traffic Classification and Conditioning

Differentiated services are extended across a DS domain boundary by establishing a SLA

between an upstream network and a downstream DS domain.  The SLA may specify

packet classification and re-marking rules and may also specify traffic profiles and

actions to traffic streams which are in- or out-of-profile.  The TCA between the domains

is derived (explicitly or implicitly) from this SLA.
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The packet classification policy identifies the subset of traffic which may receive a

differentiated service by being conditioned and/or mapped to one or more behavior

aggregates (by DS codepoint re-marking) within the DS domain.

Traffic conditioning performs metering, shaping, policing and/or re-marking to ensure

that the traffic entering the DS domain conforms to the rules specified in the TCA, in

accordance with the domain’s service provisioning policy.  The extent of traffic

conditioning required is dependent on the specifics of the service offering, and may range

from simple codepoint re-marking to complex policing and shaping operations.

When packets exit the traffic conditioner of a DS boundary node the DS codepoint of

each packet must be set to an appropriate value.

Traffic meters measure the temporal properties of the stream of packets selected by a

classifier against a traffic profile specified in a TCA.  A meter passes state information to

other conditioning functions to trigger a particular action for each packet that is either in-

or out-of-profile (to some extent).

Figure 2. shows the block diagram of a classifier and traffic conditioner.  Note that a

traffic conditioner may not necessarily contain all four elements.  For example, in the

case where no traffic profile is in effect, packets may only pass through a classifier and a

marker.
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Classifier Marking
Shaper/
Dropper
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Figure 2.   Logical View of a Packet Classifier  and Traffic Conditioner

2.3.3 Markers

Packet markers set the DS field of a packet to a particular codepoint, adding the marked

packet to a particular DS behavior aggregate.  The marker may be configured to mark all

packets, that are steered to it, to a single codepoint, or may be configured to mark a

packet to one of a set of codepoints used to select a PHB in a PHB group, according to

the state of a meter.  When the marker changes the codepoint in a packet, it is said to

have “ re-marked”  the packet.
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2.3.4 Shapers

Shapers delay some or all of the packets in a traffic stream in order to bring the stream

into compliance with a traffic profile.  A shaper usually has a finite-size buffer, and

packets may be discarded if there is not sufficient buffer space to hold the delayed

packets.

2.3.5 Droppers

Droppers discard some or all of the packets in a traffic stream in order to bring the stream

into compliance with a traffic profile.

2.3.6 Per-Hop Behaviors

A per-hop behavior (PHB) is a description of the externally observable forwarding

behavior of a DS node applied to a particular DS behavior aggregate. The PHB is the

means by which a node allocates resources to behavior aggregates. The observable

behavior of a PHB may depend on certain constraints on the traffic characteristics of the

associated behavior aggregate or the characteristics of other BAs. PHBs may be specified

in terms of their resource (e.g., buffer, bandwidth) priority relative to other PHBs, or in

terms of their relative observable traffic characteristics (e.g., delay, loss).

The PHBs are implemented in nodes by means of some buffer management and packet

scheduling mechanisms. In general, a variety of implementation mechanisms may be

suitable for implementing a particular PHB group. A PHB is selected at a node by a

mapping of the DS codepoint in a received packet.  Standardized PHBs have a
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recommended codepoint. These PHBs may be used as building blocks to allocate

resources and should be specified as a group (PHB group) for consistency.  PHB groups

will usually share a common constraint applying to each PHB within the group.  PHB

groups should be defined such that the proper resource allocation between groups can be

inferred, and integrated mechanisms can be implemented which can simultaneously

support two or more groups. All codepoints must be mapped to some PHB and

codepoints that are not mapped to a standardized PHB should be mapped to a Default

PHB.
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3 Diffserv Router Components

The basic components of a diffserv router are classifiers,  traffic conditioners, meters,

buffer manager, shapers and link schedulers.

Classifier
Traffic

Conditioner
Buffer

Manager
Link

Scheduler
Shaper

Meter

Figure 3.   Architecture of a Diffserv Router

3.1 Classifiers

A classifier is a module that selects packets based on certain fields of the packet header

and according to certain rules. The packets are identified to belong to some flow defined

by a flow ID. They are then passed on to a traffic conditioner defined for that particular

flow. There are two types of packet classifiers defined in the diffserv architecture  –

behavioral aggregate classifier and multi-field classifier.
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3.1.1 Behavioral Aggregate Classifier

A behavioral aggregate (BA) classifier selects or classifies packets based on the DSCP

field only. Since it separates packets based on just the DSCP field, it becomes difficult to

classify packets customer-wise, particularly if they come through the same interface.

Hence, it is impossible to enforce the TCAs on a per-customer basis using a BA

classifier. Multi Field classifiers are preferred for such cases.

3.1.2 Multi Field Classifier

A Multi-Field (MF) classifier selects packets based on combinations of various fields of

the IP packet header. These fields may be the destination address, source address, DSCP,

protocol ID, source port number and the destination port number. At minimum, a

boundary router must support behavioral-aggregate classification. In addition, routers

may support varying degrees of multi-field classification. This permits fine-grained

classification.

3.2 Monitor ing/Meter ing

A monitoring interface enables collection of statistics regarding traffic carried at various

diffserv service levels. These statistics are important for accounting purposes and for

tracking compliance to service level agreements negotiated with customers. Specifically,

counter information on how many packets/bytes were transferred in-profile vs. out-of-

profile would be useful on a customer-by-customer basis. This same information should

be provided for the coarser granularity DSCPs all the way down to the finer granularity

flow-by-flow profiling where applicable.
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Boundary routers use classifiers to identify classes of traffic submitted for transmission

through the diffserv network. Once traffic is classified at the input to the router, traffic

from each class is typically passed to a meter. The meter is used to measure the rate at

which traffic is being submitted for each class. This rate is then compared against a traffic

profile, which is part of the TCA. Based on the results of the comparison, the meter

deems particular packets to be conforming to the profile or non-conforming. Appropriate

policing actions are then applied to out-of-profile packets.

3.3 Traffic Conditioner

A traffic conditioner (TC) is used to make sure the traffic conforms to the negotiated

profile. The traffic conditioner may be a marker, dropper or shaper. A traffic profile

represents the temporal properties of the traffic stream. The traffic conditioner uses a

meter and determines whether the packet is in profile or out of profile. It may decide to

drop or re-queue an out of profile packet and normally queues an in-profile packet. The

condition-action parameters are decided by the service provider and may be different at

each diffserv router.
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3.3.1 Shapers

Shapers delay packets passing through the router such that they are brought into

compliance with a traffic profile. Boundary routers are not required to provide shaping

functionality, but may do so for the following reasons:

1. Ingress routers may use shaping as a form of policing - when submitted traffic

is deemed non-conforming, it must be policed to protect the diffserv network. One form

of policing is to delay submitted traffic in a shaper until it conforms to the profile

specified in the TCA. This is usually referred to as policer shaping.

2. Egress routers may shape behavior aggregate traffic before it is submitted to a

subsequent provider’s network. This preventative measure avoids policing action in the

subsequent network. This is usually referred to as egress shaping.

3.3.2 Droppers

Droppers are used to discard non-conforming packets. This is the simplest form of

policing that may be supported by ingress routers.

3.4 Buffer  Manager

The main function of a buffer manager is to manage the queues. The two main aspects to

buffer management are :

• Queue Selection

• Congestion Control
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3.4.1 Queue Selection

The issue here is regarding selection of a queue for the packet. The strategies adopted for

this include Class Based Queueing (CBQ) and Microflow Based Queueing.  The main

goal of CBQ is to aggregate traffic into classes. Use of this class-hierarchy enables link

sharing too. When the classification is more fine-grained and thus we have more classes,

it becomes a microflow-based queueing.

3.4.2 Congestion Control

The other aspect of buffer management deals with the issue of controlling congestion. An

active queue management strategy helps in controlling congestion. The buffer manager

controls the length of the queues by dropping packets at appropriate times. Queues are an

integral part of any network as they are required to handle traffic bursts. But long queues

can increase the delay in a network. Hence the need for effective queue management

strategies.

3.5 Link Scheduler

A scheduler is an element which gates the departure of each packet that arrives at one of

its inputs, based on a scheduling algorithm. It has one or more input and exactly one

output. Every input has an upstream element to which it is connected, and a set of

parameters that affects the scheduling of packets received at that input.
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queue 1

queue 1

queue 1

Scheduler

Figure 4.   Model of a typical Scheduler

A scheduler should meet the following requirements :

• Isolation of Flows : The scheduler should be able to isolate misbehaving flows.

• Low Delays : The scheduler should not introduce additional delays in the packet.

• Utilization : The scheduler should not waste its resources.

• Fairness : The scheduler should not unduly favor one connection over the other when

there are additional resources available.

• Simplicity : The scheduling algorithm must be fast, simple and easy to implement.

• Scalability : The scheduler must scale well for a large number of connections.

Generally, schedulers can be broken into two different classes. The first is known as work

conserving (also known as non-idling). These schedulers never remain idle while there is

a cell in any of the buffers to transmit. The other class of schedulers are known as non-

work conserving . These schedulers may not transmit a cell even if one is waiting to be

serviced.
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4 Networking in L inux

4.1 Introduction

Linux is a highly popular, freely available, Unix-like operating system. Its source code is

also freely distributable, thus contributing to its popularity among university researchers.

The main features of Linux include multitasking, multiprogramming, advanced memory

management, shared libraries, support for POSIX standard, support for a variety of

filesystems, support for dynamically loadable kernel modules and advanced networking

support.

4.2 Traffic control in L inux

A good basis for implementing a router with DS functionality is the Linux operating

system. Since development kernel version 2.1, Linux supports a variety of queueing

disciplines for output queues of network devices. Moreover, all functions for routing are

already provided.

4.2.1 Network implementation

To give a short overview of the Linux IP network implementation, the course of an IP

packet through the system is described.
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Layer 1 Network Interface Card

interrupt/netif_rx ()

NET_BH

Layer 2

Network Interface Card

hard_start_xmit ()

dev_queue_xmit ()

backlog
output
queue

Layer 3

Higher Layers

ip_recv ()

ip_local_deliver ()

ip_forward ()

Routing ip_send ()

ip_queue_xmit ()

Figure 5.   The course of a packet through the system

After a packet is received by a network interface card, a hardware interrupt is triggered.

As a consequence, an interrupt handling routine 
����� �����
	���������	��

)) is invoked and

determines the type of interrupt. For interrupts caused by incoming packets a further

handling routine is called 
����� ���������� �����

)) which simply copies the packet from the

network card into an internal socket buffer structure 
���������������

) and calls a procedure

named 
����	��������! 
�

). The latter queues the packet (represented by a socket buffer structure)

into a central queue 
���#"����%$�&('*)

 consisting of all packets that arrived on any network

adapter of the system. The first time-critical part of the interrupt routine, called ‘ top-half’ ,

is finished at this time.
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The necessary second part, called ‘bottom-half’ , is handled by the network bottom-half

routine 
��+-,/.���0

H) which is regularly invoked by the kernel scheduler. At first, this

procedure checks whether there are still packets waiting for transmission in an output

queue of any network adapter. If there are any packets waiting, they are processed for a

limited period.  Subsequently, 
+-,/.���0�1

proceeds with the next packet from the backlog

queue and determines the appropriate protocol to handle the packet. 
�����2�������)

checks for

correctness of the IP header and then processes any existing options. It also reassembles

the original IP packet from fragments if necessary and if the packet has reached its final

destination. In the latter case, the packet is delivered locally, otherwise it is routed and

forwarded towards its destination. 
�������3&(�!45"#�67��)

tries to find the right network adapter

this packet is forwarded to next by use of a routing table. If there is a valid entry in the

routing table 
�����28����������% :9;� 	���)

is subsequently invoked, performing some final

operations such as decrementing time-to-live values and recalculating IP header

checksums. 
67���:��8����������% :9;� 	���)

queues the packet into the output queue of the

corresponding network device. At this point a special queueing discipline can be invoked.

Each queueing discipline constitutes one output queue for a device that is not necessarily

served in FIFO order. Within a queueing discipline, transfer of a packet onto network

media is initiated by calling < "��6=���>	�"��!	?�% 
9;� 	��
), which instructs the network device to

send the packet.
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4.3 Diffserv Extensions to L inux TC

Recent Linux kernels offer a variety of traffic control functions. The traffic control code

in the Linux kernel consists of the following major conceptual components:

• queuing disciplines

• classes (within a queuing discipline)

• filters

Each network device has a queuing discipline associated with it, which controls how

packets enqueued on that device are treated. A very simple queuing discipline may just

consist of a single queue, where all packets are stored in the order in which they have

been enqueued, and which is emptied as fast as the respective device can send. More

elaborate queuing disciplines may use filters to distinguish among different classes of

packets and process each class in a specific way, e.g. by giving one class priority over

other classes.

qdisc

class

qdisc

class

Filter

Filter

Filter

qdisc

Figure 6.   Overview of queueing discipline
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Figure 6. shows an example of such a queuing discipline. Note that multiple filters may

map to the same class. Queuing disciplines and classes are intimately tied together. In

contrast to that, filters can be combined arbitrarily with queuing disciplines and classes as

long as the queuing discipline has classes.

Packets are enqueued as follows: when the enqueue function of a queuing discipline is

called, it runs one filter after the other until one of them indicates a match. It then queues

the packet for the corresponding class. Typically, each class “owns”  one queue, but it is

in principle also possible that several classes share the same queue or even that a single

queue is used by all classes of the respective queuing discipline. Note however, that

packets do not carry any explicit indication of which class they were attributed to.

4.3.1 Queuing disciplines

Each queuing discipline provides the following set of functions to control its operation :

enqueue() enqueues a packet with the queuing discipline. If the queuing discipline has

classes, the enqueue function first selects a class and then invokes the enqueue function

of the corresponding class for further enqueuing.  dequeue() returns the next packet

eligible for sending. If the queuing discipline has no packets to send, dequeue() returns

NULL.  requeue() puts a packet back into the queue after dequeuing it with dequeue().

drop() drops one packet from the queue.  init() initializes and configures the queuing

discipline.  change() changes the configuration of a queuing discipline.  reset() returns the

queuing discipline to its initial state. All queues are cleared, timers are stopped, etc on

reset. In addition, the reset functions of all queuing disciplines associated with classes of
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this queuing discipline are invoked.  destroy() removes a queuing discipline. It removes

all classes and all filters, cancels all pending events and returns all resources held by the

queuing discipline.  dump() returns diagnostic data used for maintenance.  Typically, the

dump function returns all sufficiently important configuration and state variables.

When a packet is enqueued on an interface (dev_queue_xmit in net/core/dev.c), the

enqueue function of the device’s queuing discipline (field qdisc of struct device in

include/linux/netdevice.c) is invoked. Afterwards, dev_queue_xmit calls qdisc_wakeup

in include/net/pkt_sched.h on that device to try sending the packet that was just

enqueued.  qdisc_wakeup immediately calls qdisc_restart in net/sched/sch_generic.c,

which is the main function to poll queuing disciplines and to send packets. qdisc_restart

first tries to obtain a packet from the queuing discipline of the device, and if it succeeds,

it invokes the device’s hard_start_xmit function to actually send the packet. If sending

fails for some reason, the packet is returned to the queuing discipline via its requeue

function.  qdisc_wakeup can also be invoked by a queuing discipline when that it notices

that a packet may be due for sending, e.g. on expiration of a timer. TBF is an example of

such a queuing discipline. qdisc_restart is also called via qdisc_run_queues from net_bh

in net/core/dev.c. net_bh is the “bottom-half”  handler of the networking stack and is

executed whenever packets have been queued up for further processing.
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The queuing disciplines never make direct calls to delivery functions. Instead, they have

to wait until they are polled. If a queuing discipline is compiled into the kernel, it should

be registered by pktsched_init in net/sched/sch_api.c. Alternatively, it can also be

registered from some other place using register_qdisc, e.g. from the init_module function,

if the queuing discipline is compiled as a module.

4.3.2 Classes

Classes can be identified in two ways: (1) by the class ID, which is assigned by the user,

and (2) by the internal ID, which is assigned by the queuing discipline.  The latter has to

be unique within a given queuing discipline and may be an index, a pointer, etc. Note that

the value 0 is special and means “not found” when returned by get. The class ID is of

type u32, while the internal ID is of type unsigned long. Inside the kernel, the usual way

to refer to a class is by its internal ID. Only get and change use the class ID instead.

Queuing disciplines with classes provide a set of functions to manipulate classes.

4.3.3 Filters

Filters are used by a queuing discipline to assign incoming packets to one of its classes.

This happens during the enqueue operation of the queuing discipline. Filters are kept in

filter lists that can be maintained per queuing discipline or per class, depending on the

design of the queuing discipline. Filter lists are ordered by priority, in ascending order.
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5 Our Implementation

5.1 Architecture and Design

Linux has in-built support for routing. We can configure a Linux box to act as a router

with minimum effort. In our system, we have chosen to concentrate on building Diffserv

modules rather than on implementing routing code. So, the diffserv code acts on the

packet only after it has been routed to the output interface of the Linux box. The diffserv

code resides at the output interface. A packet arrives at the input interface of a Linux

Diffserv box and is then routed to the output interface based on the routing table. The

packet flows through the various diffserv modules that have been configured at the output

interface and is then transmitted.

In Figure 7.,  the path of a packet through our system is shown on a very high level scale.

In the Linux box, functioning as a router, interfaces eth0 and eth1 act as input interfaces

while interface eth2 acts as an output interface. The packet arrives at eth0, gets routed to

eth2. It then passes through the diffserv modules at eth2 and is then transmitted.
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Routing Diffserv

eth 0

eth 1

eth 2

Path of a packet

Diffserv Router

Figure 7.   Model of our  Diffserv system

5.2 Kernel Modules and Queueing Disciplines

Linux kernel, like UNIX kernel, is a monolithic structure with all the systems statically

linked to the kernel image. The kernel module is a way to dynamically load objects into

the kernel space at run-time.
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A kernel module is just a piece of code containing routines, which when loaded resides in

the kernel address space and executes in the context of the kernel. All kernel modules

need to define two functions – init_module() and cleanup_module(). The module's

init_module() routine is generally used to initialize the appropriate hooks that the rest of

the kernel needs to access functions provided by the module. This is also the place for the

programmer to initialize the module. The cleanup_module() function is supposed to undo

whatever init_module() did, so the module can be unloaded safely.

The entire diffserv code is created as one kernel module. The existing Linux structures

have been used to some extent in designing this architecture. As explained in the previous

chapter, Linux supports queueing disciplines(Qdiscs), which enqueues the incoming

packets and, depending on the type of the queueing discipline, processes the packet and

then dequeues it. In this implementation, the diffserv codes resides in a dummy queueing

discipline. The main functions that we have used from a qdisc are enqueue() and

dequeue(). When a queueing discipline is created, it has to be registered with the linux

kernel. The registration includes specifying some functions like enqueue(), dequeue(),

init(), destroy() etc. Also, since the queueing discipline is loaded as a kernel module, the

system calls the init_module() function of the kernel module, where the queueing

discipline is registered.
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At initialization, the various data structures are initialized to their default values and  the

path for the ARP and other non-classified packets are created. The ARP packets do not

flow through the various diffserv modules. They are put in a special queue that is handled

at top-priority by the link scheduler. The other queues are handled only if this queue is

empty. In addition, this queue is not affected by the type of link scheduler installed. In

other words, whatever may be the type of link scheduler, this queue is emptied first and

then the other queues are processed according to the link scheduler policies. This is to

ensure a smooth flow of packets through the system.

Classifier

ARP, Default Packets
ARP queue

Traffic
Conditioner

queue 1

queue N

Link
Scheduler

Figure 8.   The ARP queue
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The diffserv modules are initialized through an user script file “qdisc.rc” .  Now, since the

diffserv modules reside in kernel space, it is not possible for the init_module() of the

diffserv code to read this script file and initialize itself. So, we have a program running in

the user space “ init_qd” , which reads this script file and communicates the parameters to

the diffserv modules through a dummy device driver. This dummy device driver acts as a

pipe between the programs running in the user and kernel space.

Diffserv

Dummy Device Driver
"dum_drv"

User Program
"init_qd" reads  qdisc.rc

qdisc kernel module

eth0

eth1

eth2

Data/Packet path Control path

Figure 9.   Communication with the diffserv kernel module
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5.3 Software Package Contents

The whole software package consists of :

qdisc_mod.o : the object file containing the main diffserv modules code. It will be loaded

as a kernel module. The source files are qdisc_mod.c and qdisc_mod.h.

dum_drv.o : the object file containing the code for the dummy device driver. It will be

loaded as a kernel module. The source files are dum_drv.c, dum_drv.h and

driver_mesg.h.

qdisc : The user program which parses the qdisc.rc script file and initializes the diffserv

kernel module through the device driver. The source files are init_qd.cc, init_qd.h and

parse_decl.h.

qdisc.rc : the script file which is used to initialize the diffserv modules.

addsumma : the addsumma shell script loads the qdisc_mod.o file into memory.

load_dum : the load_dum shell script is executed to create and load the dummy device

driver.

load   <device name> :  the load shell script is executed to load the diffserv modules  into

the kernel and also to initialize it from the qdisc.rc file, for the particular device. It

basically calls load_dum, addsumma and qdisc.

unload_dum : the unload_dum shell script is unload the dummy device driver.

delsumma : the delsumma shell script unloads the qdisc_mod.o file from memory.

unload   <device name> :  the unload shell script is executed to unload the diffserv

modules for the particular device. It basically calls unload_dum and delsumma.
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dump_config :  the dump_config is executed to verify the state of the diffserv

components which have been loaded using load. It also prints all the statistics at any

point of time.

clear_stats :  the clear_stats is executed to reset the values of all statistical variables, like

packets_sent etc, of the diffserv components.

5.4 Usage of the Package

The user needs to first create the configuration file “qdisc.rc” . In this file, he specifies

how he wants the diffserv modules to be initialized. It includes specifying the type of

classifier, traffic conditioner, buffer manager, link scheduler etc. He then calls load

<device>  to load the diffserv modules at the output interface device. The diffserv router

is now ready for traffic. The diffserv modules can be unloaded by unload device. To re-

initialize the diffserv modules, the user needs to unload it first, edit the qdisc.rc file and

then reload it using load. While running tests, the user can view various statistics that are

captured, by executing the dump_config program. The dump_config program not only

shows the state of the system, but it also displays the statistics that are captured like

average buffer size etc.
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5.5 Specific Diffserv Components Supported

• Classification

• Behavioral Aggregate Classifier

• Multi Field Classifier

• Traffic Conditioning

• Single Rate Three Color Marker

• Two Rate Three Color Marker

• Dummy Conditioner (No Conditioning)

• Buffer Management

• Normal

• Threshold Based

• Random Early Detection

• Class-Based Queueing

• Microflow Based Queueing

• Shaper

• Rate-Based shaper

• Metering

• Per-Queue statistics

• Average queue size

• Instantaneous queue size

• Maximum queue size
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• Per-Flow statistics

• Packets Received

• Packets Transmitted

• Packets Dropped due to Policing

• Packets Dropped by Buffer Manager

• Link Scheduling

• FIFO

• Static Priority

• Weighted Round Robin

• Decrement Mode – packet Number/Packet Size

• Service Mode – Burst/ Non Burst Mode

• Self-Clocked Fair Queueing

• Virtual Clock

• Hierarchical Scheduler
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5.6 Design and Implementation of the Components

The main stress in this project has been modularity of the modules and easy plug-and-

play capability. This has been addressed by the design adopted and the user friendly

script file used to initialize the modules.

The architecture of the diffserv router is the same as that of the general diffserv router

described in Chapter 3. and shown in Figure 3.

5.7 Control Var iables

The control variables maintained are given below. A detailed listing of all the relevant

data structures is given in Appendix A. This section is just to illustrate the approach

adopted.

Classification

Flag

Source

Address

Destination

Address

DSCP Protocol TC

Flow Id

TC

Type

TC

Data

Outflow

Id

Table 1. Classification TC Table

CIR CBS EBS Tc Te TC Action

Table 2. TC – SRTCM table
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CIR CBS PIR PBS Tc Te TC Action

Table 3. TC – TRTCM table

RED

Action

RED

Outflow ID

YELLOW

Action

YELLOW

Outflow ID

GREEN

Action

GREEN

Outflow ID

Table 4. Color  Marker  Action table (TC Action table)

Outflow Id Queue Id Class Id

Table 5. Outflow to queue mapping table

For  Threshold/RED For  REDQueue

Id

Queue

Size
Min

Threshold

Max

Threshold

Queue

Weight

Max

Probability

Classes Head pointer

To …

Table 6. Queue Data Table
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Shaping…Queue

linked list Shaping

Rate

Burst

Length

Statistics

Var iables

Current

Queue Size

No. of Packets

Queued

Table 6.     Queue Data Table (Continued)

Link Scheduler

Type

Link Scheduler

Data

Table 7. Link Scheduler  Table

Queue Id Pr ior ity

Table 8. Static Pr ior ity L ink Scheduler  Table

Queue Id Weight Weight

Counter

Table 9. Weighted Round Robin (WRR) L ink Scheduler  Data Table
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Queue Id Session Rate Previous Tag

Table 10. Self-Clocked Fair  Queueing (SCFQ) L ink Scheduler  Data Table

5.8 Flow of Control

When a packet comes in, it is first fed to the classifier. The classifier goes through the

Classification TC Table and classifies the packet to belong to a certain flow having the

specified flow id. The table also specifies the type of traffic conditioner to be applied to

the flow. The traffic conditioner then takes over the packet and conditions it. For

example, if it is a Single Rate Three Color Marker (SRTCM) traffic conditioner, it refers

to the TC-SRTCM table for the SRTCM parameters and marks the packet to belong to

one of the three colors – Red, Yellow or Green. It also acts as specified by the TC-

ACTION table contained in the TC-SRTCM table. The action includes specifying the

outflow id for the packet. Then the outflow to queue  mapping table is consulted and the

queue id of the queue where the packet should be added is also determined. The buffer

manager then queues the packet according to the rules determined by the type of buffer

manager being used. The queue data table stores the control variables needed for the

buffer manager on a per-queue basis. The packet then remains in the queue until it is

dequeued by the link scheduler.
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The type of link scheduler being used is specified in the link scheduler table. The data (on

a per-queue basis) for the link scheduler is maintained in one of the link scheduler data

tables (table 8 to table 10). The link scheduler then determines which queue is to be

serviced based on the scheduling polices relevant for that link scheduler and transmits the

head packet of the selected queue.

5.9 Classifier

Brief Descr iption:

The classifier searches the table 1 and for each entry in table 1, it checks if the packet

satisfies the rule specified in the entry. The fields to be extracted from the packet for

comparison with the entry’s values are specified in the classification flag. For example, if

the classification flag is SRC_ADDR & DEST_ADDR, then the source and the

destination address of the packet is compared with the source and the destination of the

entry in the table. If it is satisfied, then the entry also specifies the tc_flow id and the type

of traffic conditioning to be applied to the packet. The necessary parameters for the

traffic conditioner are also specified. The packet is then passed to the relevant traffic

conditioner. When the classification is done using just the DSCP field, it is known as a

Behavioral Aggregate classifier and when the classification is done using multiple fields,

it is known as a Multi-Field classifier.
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Algor ithm:

For each entry in the Classification TC table

If (the fields in the entry match the fields in packet)

Match found

Assign tc_flow id to the packet

Pass the packet to the relevant TC

Endif

Endfor

5.10 Traffic Conditioner  (TC)

The traffic conditioner ensures that the flow conforms to the assigned profile. The

packets arrive at the TC with an assigned tc_flow id and depart with a different outflow

id. The implemented TCs include the Single Rate Three color Marker and the Three Rate

Three Color Marker. For both the markers the output of TC is the color-Action pair. The

color may Red, Yellow or Green and the action may be Drop, Normal Queueing or

ReQueueing. The color is decided on whether the packet is conforming to the profile or

not and one action is assigned to each color. Once the color and the action have been

determined, the buffer manager then takes over and queues the packet.
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5.10.1 SRTCM

Brief Descr iption:

The SRTCM basically consists of two token buckets representing two burst sizes with

both token buckets being filled by a single rate (called the Committed Information Rate).

The policing is done on the length and not on the peak rate of the burst. So, packets are

metered and marked according to the three parameters – the Committed Information Rate

(CIR), the Committed Burst Size (CBS) and the Excess Burst Size (EBS). A packet is

marked green if it doesn't exceed the CBS, yellow if it does exceed the CBS, but not the

EBS, and red otherwise.

unmarked
packets

Size Tc =
CBS

C

rate = one token every
CIR times per second

E

SRTCM

marked packets

marked Green if
enough tokens in C
bucket

Yellow if enough
tokens in E bucket
but not enough in C

Red if neither C nor
E has enough tokens

Size Te =
CBS

Figure 10.   A Single Rate Three Color  Marker

Algor ithm

The token buckets C and E are initially (at time 0) full.

When a packet of size B bytes arrives at time t, the following happens :

The accumulated tokens are calculated as inter_arrival_time *  CIR
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Add the accumulated tokens to the two token buckets C and E.

If Tc(t)-B >= 0, the packet is green and Tc is decremented by B

else  if Te(t)-B >= 0, the packets is yellow and Te is decremented by B

else  the packet is red and neither Tc nor Te is decremented.

5.10.2 TRTCM

Brief Descr iption:

The TRTCM consists of two token buckets representing two burst sizes with the token

buckets being filled by two different rates representing the Committed Information Rate

and the Peak Information Rate. The packets are metered and marked according to the

four traffic parameters – the Peak Information Rate (PIR) and its associated Peak Burst

Size (PBS) and the Committed Information Rate (CIR) and its associated Committed

Burst Size (CBS). The PIR must be greater than or equal to the CIR. The PBS and the

CBS are both measured in bytes and must be configured to be greater than zero.  It is

recommended that they be configured to be equal to or greater than the size of the largest

possible IP packet in the stream. A packet is marked Red if it exceeds the Peak

Information Rate (PIR).  Otherwise, it is marked either Yellow or Green, depending on

whether or not it exceeds the Committed Information Rate (CIR).
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unmarked
packets

Size Tp =
PBS

P

rate = one token every
PIR times per second

C

TRTCM

marked packets

marked Red if not
enough tokens in P
bucket

Yellow if enough
tokens in P bucket
but not enough in C

Green if enough
tokens in both P and
C buckets

Size Tc =
CBS

rate = one token every
CIR times per second

Figure 11.   A Two Rate Three Color  Marker

Algor ithm

The token buckets C and P are initially (at time 0) full.

When a packet of size B bytes arrives at time t, the following happens :

The accumulated tokens for P are calculated as inter_arrival_time *  PIR

Add the accumulated tokens to the token bucket P.

The accumulated tokens for C are calculated as inter_arrival_time *  CIR

Add the accumulated tokens to the token bucket C.

If Tp(t)-B < 0, the packet is red

else if Tc(t)-B < 0, the packet is yellow and Tp is decremented by B

else the packet is green and both Tp and Tc are decremented by B.
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5.10.3 Dummy Traffic Conditioner

A dummy traffic conditioner does not do any conditioning on the traffic. It’s main

purpose is to map the tc_flow id to the outflow id. This is required because it is the

outflow ids that are mapped to the queues and not the tc_flow ids. So every flow needs to

be assigned an outflow id.

5.11 Buffer  Manager

The buffer manager receives the packets from the traffic conditioner and queues them in

one of the several queues it maintains. The outflow ids are mapped to the queue ids. The

buffer manager performs a look-up on the queue mapping table for the outflow id and

determines the queue id for this outflow. It then performs a look-up on the Queue Data

table and obtains the queue details for that queue id, which includes the queue head

pointer etc. Then, based on the buffer manager type (Normal or RED or Multiple-

Threshold or Multiple-Threshold with RED), it queues or drops the packet.

5.11.1 Normal

Br ief Descr iption:

The Tail Drop algorithm is very simple – drop the incoming packets when the queue

becomes full. It suffers from two drawbacks – lock-out and full queues. Lock-out

happens when a small number of connections use up all the queue memory and forces

other connections to suffer extensive packet drops. The other problem is the result of

maintaining full queues. It results in increased delays and lower throughput. The main

advantage of this method is that it very easy to implement and is very fast too.
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5.11.2 Threshold-Based Queueing

This technique is implemented mainly to support Assured-Forwarding type PHBs.  Here,

every queue supports three classes with increasing drop-precedence levels. Each class has

minimum and maximum threshold values defined. The sum of the minimum thresholds

of all classes of the queue must be less than the size of the queue, while the sum of the

maximum thresholds may be greater than the queue size. It is guaranteed that packets up

to the minimum threshold for that class will be queued. Packets will be dropped if the

current class size exceeds the maximum threshold of that class. If the current class size is

greater than the minimum threshold but less than the maximum threshold, then the packet

will be queued if there is enough free space in the queue or if enough free space can be

created by dropping packets from the classes having greater drop precedence than the

current class. We assume that class three has greater drop precedence than class two and

class two has greater drop precedence than class one. It is important that the buffer

manager not reorder any packets that are queued.

Algor ithm:

if (curr_q_size  of the queue’s class + length of packet <  class’s min_threshold)

if there is enough free space in the queue then queue the packet

else

Now other classes definitely have pkts more than the min threshold.

So drop pkts from one or more classes, starting with the class with

the greatest drop precedence and free some space for this pkt.
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            Try not to drop pkts from the class with the lowest drop precedence.

Here, class 1 has drop precedence 1

            class 2 has drop precedence 2

            class 3 has drop precedence 3

end else

end if

else if more than max threshold, then drop it

else

Depending upon the current class’s drop precedence,

        see if some pkts can be dropped from the other classes with

        greater drop precedence and free some space for this pkt

end else

5.11.3 Random Ear ly Detection

Br ief Descr iption:

RED was suggested as a solution to a number of problems present in the Tail-Drop

method. The RED algorithm drops packets before the queue becomes full. This helps in

keeping the average queue size as low as possible, which reduces packet drops and

handles bursts more easily. This also helps in reducing the delays. In the RED algorithm,

when the queue size exceeds a certain threshold, packets are dropped with a probability

that increases with the average queue size and the time since a packet was dropped last.
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Algor ithm:

average queue size = 0

// count indicated the number of packets since last marked packet

count =  -1

for each packet arrival

calculate the new average queue size “avg”  as follows:

if the queue is non-empty

avg =  (1 – queue weight) *  avg + queue weight *   current queue size

end if

else

Assume m packets have arrived in the idle time

m =  (current time - start of the queue idle time)/

packet transmission time

avg = (1 – queue weight) ^ m *   avg

end else

if minimum threshold for queue < avg and

avg < maximum threshold for queue

increment count

calculate probability pa as follows:

pb =  maximum value for pb *

(avg - minimum threshold for queue)/

(maximum threshold for queue –

minimum threshold for queue)
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pa =  pb/(1 - count *  pb)

mark the arriving packet

count = 0

end if

else if maximum threshold for queue <  avg

mark the arriving packet

count = 0

end else if

else count = - 1

end for each packet arrival

when queue becomes empty

start of the queue idle time = current time

5.11.4 Multi Random Ear ly Detection

This procedure implements the RED algorithm for each class independently. Each class

within the queue has its own RED parameters so the calculation of average queue size

and drop probabilities is performed per class and hence dropping is based on the class id

of the packet. The algorithm is just a combination of the above two algorithms.
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5.12 Shaper

A shaper is used to delay the cells so that the bursts are smoothed out and the flow is

made to conform to the negotiated traffic profile. A shaper, unlike a policer, does not

drop cells. So, they require a lot of buffer space.

5.12.1 Rate-Based Shaper

Br ief Descr iption:

This is a simple shaper that takes in a prescribed rate and allowable burst length as input

and ensures the queue’s conformance to the two traffic parameters. Each queue has a

shaping-rate and burst length configured. Once the link scheduler selects the queue from

which the next packet must be transmitted, the shaper decides whether the packet is

eligible to be sent out from the queue.

Algor ithm:

Before letting the packet depart, do the following check :

EligibiltyTime = (Time of last departure for the queue + Size of Last Packet) /

Shaping Rate

if EligibiltyTime < current time

packet is conforming, so let it depart

        Time of last departure for the queue  = current time

End if

else if (EligibiltyTime < current time + burst length of queue/Shaping Rate)
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conforming, though slightly bursty

Let the packet depart

End else if

Else

Not conforming, don’ t let the packet depart

End else

5.13 Meter ing

Brief Descr iption:

Metering refers to the collection of useful statistical measures that are used for traffic

conditioning and/or display for the network operator. There are two principal types of

metering available in this implementation – per-queue statistics and per-flow statistics.

The per-queue statistics include the average queue size, the instantaneous queue size and

the maximum queue size. The per-flow statistics include the packets received, the packets

transmitted, the packets dropped due to policing and the packets dropped by buffer

manager. The algorithm for the average queue size is given below.

Algor ithm:

For every sampling interval

Sampling interval queue size += current queue size

Sampling interval count += 1

If average interval is reached,

Average queue size sum += Sampling interval queue size /
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Sampling interval count

Average interval count += 1

Sampling interval queue size = 0

Sampling interval count = 0;

End if

End for

When user calls for display of the average queue size value

Average queue size = Average queue size sum/Average interval count

Display Average queue size

End when

5.14 Link Scheduler

The output link is a shared resource with a set of queues requesting access to the resource

to transmit a packet. The scheduler decides which request to serve next. Here, the buffer

manager manages the queues. The link scheduler code consists of two parts. The first part

is executed every time a packet is enqueued onto one of the queues. On packet arrival,

service disciplines like SCFQ and Virtual Clock stamp the packet with a tag and then the

packet is added to the relevant queue. Later when a packet needs to be dequeued, the

service discipline makes a decision based on the value of the attached tag. Service

disciplines like FIFO, Static Priority, WRR etc do not require any tag to be attached to

the packet on its arrival. The dequeue () function is called by the Linux kernel and the

link scheduler code which selects the packet to be transmitted, executes within this

context. The link scheduler function is expected to return just one packet to be
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transmitted every time it is called. It returns NULL if it does not have any packet to

transmit.

5.14.1 FIFO

Brief Descr iption:

The FIFO scheduler is a very simple service discipline. It simply takes the packet at the

head of the queue and transmits it. It is assumed that the user maps all outflows to a

single queue. It is a very simple scheduler to implement and requires minimum state

information. However, it has a number of disadvantages like Head of Line blocking and

no protection or fairness for connections. It can increase the burstiness in one connection

while starving another.

5.14.2 Static Pr ior ity

Br ief Descr iption:

In a static priority scheduler, each queue is associated with a priority. The link scheduler

services packets from queue with priority ‘p’  only if  there are no other packets to be

serviced from queues with priority greater than ‘p’ . This lets packets at a higher priority

level to enjoy a lower mean queueing delay at the expense of packets at a lower priority

level. This scheduler is easy to implement, but it does not guarantee fairness or protection

to the connections. A misbehaving source at a higher priority level can cause starvation

for a source at a lower priority level.
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Algor ithm:

The queues are sorted according to their priority. In other words, the queue with the

highest priority is at the top and the queue with the lowest priority is at the bottom.

For each queue

If packet is available, transmit it

Break;

End for

5.14.3 Weighted Round Robin (WRR)

A WRR scheduler serves packets from non-empty queues in proportion to the queue’s

weight and visits each queue in a round robin fashion. To account for different packet

sizes, the queue’s weight is divided by the mean packet size of the queue. To ensure

fairness and protection, the queues must have the same mean packet size and equal

weights. The WRR has two different modes of servicing the queue – burst mode and non

burst mode. In the burst mode, the scheduler services one queue until it exhausts the

weight of the queue and then moves to the next queue. For example, let us assume that

there are three queues – queue1, queue2 and queue3 with weights four, two and one

respectively. The queues are serviced in the following manner in the two modes.

In non burst mode,

queue1, queue2, queue3, queue1, queue2, queue1, queue1 and then again

queue1, queue2, queue3, queue1, queue2, queue1, queue1 and so on...
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In burst mode,

queue1, queue1, queue1, queue1, queue2, queue2, queue3 and then again

queue1, queue1, queue1, queue1, queue2, queue2, queue3  and so on...

The WRR also has two weight decrement modes. In the first mode, the weights are

decremented by one for every packet serviced. In the second mode, the weights are

decremented by the size of the packet for every packet serviced. The second mode is

useful in ensuring fairness where different queues have different average packet sizes.

Algor ithm:

The following algorithm illustrates a WRR scheduler functioning in non-burst mode and

the weight decrement mode being “decrement by one for every packet” .

It is assumed that the queues are sorted according to their weights in descending order.

For each queue (starting from the previous queue serviced)

If packet is available

Transmit the packet

Decrement the weight by one

Break;

End if

Else if one full round has been completed and no packet has been transmitted

Refill all weights

End else if

End for
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5.14.4 Self-Clocked Fair  Queueing

Br ief Descr iption:

An SCFQ scheduler is a variant of the Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ) class of

schedulers. It was proposed because the round number computation is difficult to

implement in the traditional WFQ. In SCFQ, when a packet arrives at an empty queue,

instead of using the round number to calculate the service tag of the packet, it uses the

service tag of the packet being serviced currently.  Each arriving packet is tagged with a

service tag before adding it to a queue. The packets are then serviced in the increasing

order of their service tags.

Algor ithm:

On packet arrival, packets are tagged with a service tag computed as follows:
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where,

V(t) is the virtual time, which is basically the service tag of packet in service,

k
iS is the virtual start service time for packet k of flow i,

k
iF is the virtual finish  service time for packet k of flow i,

k
iL is the length of packet k of flow I and

ir is the rate for flow i.
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In the dequeue () function, look at the head packet of all the queues and send the packet

with the least service tag.

5.14.5 Vir tual Clock

Br ief Descr iption:

A virtual clock scheduler is similar to a WFQ scheduler.  In virtual clock algorithm, each

flow is assigned a virtual clock that ticks for every packet arrival of that flow. This is

used to indicate the expected arrival time of the packet. The virtual time is given by the

previous virtual time plus the packet size divided by its allocated rate. The packets are

then sent in order of increasing virtual time. It emulates Time Division Multiplexing

(TDM).

Algor ithm:

On packet arrival, packets are tagged with a virtual clock tick computed as follows:
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where,

k
iVC is the virtual clock tick for packet k of flow i,

k
ia is the arrival time of packet k of flow i,

k
iL is the length of packet k of flow i and

ir is the rate for flow i
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In the dequeue () function, look at the head packet of all the queues and send the packet

with the least virtual clock time.

5.14.6 Hierarchical Scheduler

Br ief Descr iption:

The Hierarchical Packet Fair Queueing Algorithm (HPFQ) is used to implement

hierarchical schedulers. The idea is to approximate Hierarchical Generalized Processor

Sharing (H-GPS) by using one-level variable-rate Packet Fair Queueing schedulers as

basic building blocks in a hierarchical structure. The H-GPS provides a flexible

framework for hierarchical link sharing.

output link

30 % A270 % A1

50 % A11 20 % A12 20 % A21 10 % A22

Figure 12.   A Hierarchical Scheduler
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An HPFQ scheduler can be represented as a tree with the root node corresponding to the

output link and each leaf node corresponding to a physical queue. A non-leaf node is said

to be  backlogged, if at least one of its descendent nodes is backlogged.

Each internal server node is a WFQ scheduler and each non-root node is connected to its

parent by a logical queue. Different WFQ schedulers have different packet selection and

virtual time updating algorithms. For the time being, we shall support SCFQ or VC as the

scheduler algorithms. In addition, all the nodes will have the same type of scheduler.

HPFQ scheduler can be used to support real-time, rate-adaptive best-effort and controlled

link-sharing services.

Algor ithm:

In HPFQ, the physical queues are present only at the leaves. The internal nodes are

connected to the parent by a logical queue of size equal to one packet. Each internal node

is a Virtual Clock scheduler. The algorithm executes in two parts – the first part when a

packet is enqueued and the second part when a packet is to be dequeued.

On Packet arrival

add the packet to the relevant physical queue

Mark the packet with the relevant tag, which is the virtual clock tick.

if the logical queue's head is empty

Set the head to this packet

    Move the packet recursively up the hierarchy by invoking the scheduler

at the node’s parent.
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The scheduler may select a packet from a different queue to be moved up

end if

On Dequeue

The root node selects one packet from one of its Child node’s queue and transmits it.

Then move a packet up the hierarchy from the same path that the transmitted packet

had traversed to reach the top.

5.15 Scr ipt File

5.15.1 Introduction

A script file is used to initialize the diffserv module. The values specified in this file,

named “qdisc.rc” , are used to configure the various components of diffserv. Lines

beginning with a ‘#’  are regarded as comments and ignored. The script file is divided into

6 sections – classification & traffic conditioning section, buffer manager section, queues

section, mapping outflows to queues section, link scheduler type section and link

scheduler data section. The sections are expected to be in order. In other words, section

#1 (classification)  precedes section #2 (buffer manager) and so on. Each section is

enclosed in a begin “ section”  – end “ section”  block and contains several fields and

sometimes even a subsection. The fields are entered in the form : field_name =

field_value. The data type of the field_value and the possible values it may assume are

mentioned below for each field.
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5.15.2 Section #1: Classification and Traffic Conditioning

This section basically consists of two portions – classification and traffic conditioning.

The first portion, the classifier, is used to classify the packets into input flows while the

second portion, the traffic conditioner is used to attach traffic conditioners to the input

flows. This section occurs once for each flow.

The classification can be based on combinations of one or more of the following fields:

• Source Address (with netmask)

• Destination Address (with netmask)

• DSCPfield (TOS byte)

• Protocol

• Source Port #

• Destination Port #

The class_flag field indicates the fields to be considered for classification. Combinations

are specified by ANDing the various fields. For each specified field, there must be a

subsequent entry that defines the value for the field, that must be used for comparison.

For example if class_flag = DEST_ADDR & SRC_ADDR, then values for dest_addr  and

src_addr  fields must also be defined.

• The section begins with “begin class_tc”  and ends with “end class_tc” .

• The various fields of this section are

♦ class_flag : (string) Indicates what fields (or combinations of fields) must be

considered for classification. It can take the following values:

• DEST_ADDR
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• SRC_ADDR

• DEST_PORT

• SRC_PORT

• DSCP

• PROTOCOL

• Combinations are represented by ANDing the values.

• E.g.: class_flag = DEST_ADDR & SRC_ADDR

♦ dest_addr : (IP address in dotted decimal format). If the class_flag contains

DEST_ADDR, then this field should be present and should have the destination

address.

♦ dest_addr_mask : (IP address mask in dotted decimal format). If the class_flag

contains DEST_ADDR, then this field may be present and has the netmask to be

used with the destination address.

♦ src_addr : (IP address in dotted decimal format). If the class_flag contains

SRC_ADDR, then this field should be present and should have the source

address.

♦ src_addr_mask : (IP address mask in dotted decimal format). If the class_flag

contains SRC_ADDR, then this field may be present and has the netmask to be

used with the source address.

♦ dscp : (hexal). If the class_flag contains DSCP, then this field should be present

and should have the dscp value.

♦ protocol : (string/integer). If the class_flag contains PROTOCOL, then this field

should be present and should have the protocol value. There are pre-defined
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values for the protocol field or an integer may also be entered for user-defined

values. The pre-defined values are :

• TCP

• UDP

• ICMP

• EGP

• GGP

• IGRP

• ETHERIP

• GRE

• IGMP

• IGP

• IP

• LARP

• OSPFIGP

• RSVP

• SIP

• VINES

Example : protocol = TCP or protocol = 122.

♦ flow_id : (long). Indicates the input flow id for this flow. In other words, all

packets that matches the above classification filter belong to the flow denoted by

the given flow_id.
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After having identified the input flows, we move onto the traffic conditioning portion of

this section. The tc_type field identifies the type of traffic conditioner that must be

applied to this flow. Currently Single Rate Three Color Marker and Two Rate Three

Color Marker are supported. In addition, we can also specify that we don’ t want any

traffic conditioning instead of one of  the above two conditioners by using DUMMTC.

♦ tc_type : (string). Indicates the type of traffic conditioning that must be applied

for this flow. It can take the following values :

• SRTCM : Single rate three color marker.

• TRTCM : Two rate three color marker.

• DUMMYTC: No traffic conditioning.

After specifying the type of traffic conditioner for that flow, we need to configure it. This

is done in the tc_data subsection. Different traffic conditioners have different fields in

this subsection. The SRTCM needs the cir, cbs, and the ebs, followed by the action fields.

The action fields map the input flows to output flows, represented by outflowid. It is

these output flows that are mapped to queues later. The outflowids are specified for

different levels of conformance. The two markers – SRTCM and TRTCM mark the

packets as either RED, YELLOW or GREEN, according to the degree of conformance.

We can define different actions for different colors. The action may be to drop the packet

(DROP), or queue the packet (NORMAL or REQUEUE). Except for DROP, we specify a

outflowid for the other cases to identify the output flow id.

• The tc_data subsection is enclosed in “begin tc_data”  and “end tc_data” .

• This subsection is dependent on the type of the traffic conditioning.

• For DUMMYTC, this subsection has the following fields
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♦ outflowid : (long). identifies the outflow id of  the packet.

•  For SRTCM, this subsection has the following fields

♦ cir  :  (long). represents the committed information rate (in bits/second).

♦ cbs : (long). represents the committed burst size (in bytes).

♦ ebs : (long). represents the excess burst size (in bytes).

♦ action[“ color” ] : indicates the action that must be taken if the packet is identified

to be of color “color” . There are two fields – the color and the action. The data

type of both is string. For E.g., action[RED] = DROP means that the action to be

taken when the color is RED is to drop the packet.

♦ The action can take the following values

• NORMAL : Indicates the packet is conformant and should be queued.

• DROP : Indicates the packet is not conformant and should be dropped.

• REQUEUE : Indicates the packet is not conformant and should be re-queued.

♦ The “color”  can take the following values

• RED

• YELLOW

• GREEN

♦ outflowid[“ color” ] : identifies the outflow id of  the packet if it is identified to

be of color “color”  and action is NORMAL, REQUEUE or SHAPE. The data type

of outflowid is long while that of the color is string.

For E.g.,

action[GREEN] = NORMAL

outflowid[GREEN] = 2
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means that the action to be taken when the color is GREEN is to queue the packet and

the output flow id is 2. It should be understood that we have to define queues  in

section # 3 and then in section # 4, we will have to map this outflow id to one of the

queues.

• For TRTCM, this subsection has the following fields

♦ cir  :  (long). represents the committed information rate (in bits/second).

♦ cbs : (long). represents the committed burst size (in bytes).

♦ pir  : (long). represents the peak information rate (in bits/second).

♦ pbs : (long). represents the peak burst size (in bytes).

♦ action[“ color” ] : as explained in SRTCM.

♦ outflowid[“ color” ] : as explained in SRTCM

5.15.3 Section #2: Define the Buffer  Manager type

This section defines the type of buffer manager to be used and the total queue size (in

bytes). We can define only one type of buffer manager. So this section occurs only once

in the script file. This section also specifies whether shaping is carried out for all the

queues.

• Used to map the outflows, represented by outflow ids to queues, represented by queue

ids.

• The section begins with “begin buff_man”  and ends with “end buff_man” .

• The various fields of this section are

♦ type : (string). Indicates the Buffer Manager type.

♦ It can take the following values
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• NORMAL : A normal buffer manager.

• THRESHOLD : A threshold based buffer manager.

• RED : Random Early Detect queue management.

• MULTI_RED : RED implemented in a threshold based buffer manager.

♦ total_que_size : (long). Indicates the total queue size in bytes. The sum of packet

lengths of all queues cannot exceed this value (in bytes).

♦ shaping : (boolean). Takes the value true or false. When it is true, it means that

all the queues will be shaped according to the rate-based shaper. So we need to

define the shaping rate and the burst length later in section #3.

♦ que_avg_size : (boolean). Takes the value true or false. When it is true, it means

the average queue size calculation is enabled.

♦ sampling_interval : (long). Represents the frequency at which the queue size

should be sampled for averaging. (in milliseconds).

♦ average_interval : (long). Represents the interval for which the queue size

should be averaged. (in milliseconds).

5.15.4 Section #3: Define the Queues

The queues are created in this section. Each queue is given a unique number represented

by queue_id. The fields in this section depend on the type of buffer manager selected in

the previous section. For NORMAL queues, we need just the queue id and queue size. The

queue size is the maximum size of this queue in bytes. Packets are added to the queue

only if adding them won’ t cause the current queue size to exceed this value. For

THRESHOLD, the fields are queue_id, class1[MIN_THRESHOLD],
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class1[MAX_THRESHOLD], class2[MIN_THRESHOLD],

class2[MAX_THRESHOLD], class3[MIN_THRESHOLD] and

class3[MAX_THRESHOLD]. The min_threshold represents the guaranteed queue

size. The sum of the min_threshold values of all queues must be less than the

queue_size of the queue, while the sum of the max_threshold values of all classes can

be greater than the queue_size of the queue. The sum of the instantaneous queue size of

all queues, at any point of time, will not be greater than the total_que_size of the buffer

manager. This section also defines the shaping parameters if the shaping has been

enabled in the buffer manager section. The fields are shaping_rate and burst_len. This

section occurs once for each queue. So, if we have ten queues, this section occurs ten

times.

• The section begins with “begin que_data”  and ends with “end que_data” .

• For NORMAL queues, this section has the following fields

♦ queue_id : (long). Indicates the id of the queue.

♦ queue_size : (long). Indicates the queue’s queue size (in bytes).

♦ shaping_rate : (long) Indicates the rate to which the queue should be shaped. (in

bits/sec).

♦ burst_len : (long) Indicates the allowable burst for shaping. (in bytes).

• For THRESHOLD queues, this section has the following fields

♦ queue_id : (long). Indicates the id of the queue.

♦ queue_size : (long). Indicates the queue’s queue size (in bytes).

♦ class1[MIN_THRESHOLD] : (long). Indicates the minimum threshold value

for the class.
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♦ class1[MAX_THRESHOLD] : (long). Indicates the maximum threshold value

for the class.

♦ class2[MIN_THRESHOLD] : (long). Indicates the minimum threshold value

for the class.

♦ class2[MAX_THRESHOLD] : (long). Indicates the maximum threshold value

for the class.

♦ class3[MIN_THRESHOLD] : (long). Indicates the minimum threshold value

for the class.

♦ class3[MAX_THRESHOLD] : (long). Indicates the maximum threshold value

for the class.

♦ shaping_rate : (long) Indicates the rate to which the queue should be shaped. (in

bits/sec).

♦ burst_len : (long) Indicates the allowable burst for shaping. (in bytes).

• For RED queues, this section has the following fields. For explanation, refer to Sally

Floyd’s paper on RED.

♦ queue_id : (long). Indicates the id of the queue.

♦ min_threshold: (long). Indicates the queue’s minimum guaranteed queue size

(in bytes).

♦ max_threshold : (long). Indicates the queue’s maximum queue size (in bytes).

♦ max_prob : (float). Indicates the queue’s maximum drop probabilty.

♦ queue_weight : (float). Indicates the weight.

♦ shaping_rate : (long) Indicates the rate to which the queue should be shaped. (in

bits/sec).
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♦ burst_len : (long) Indicates the allowable burst for shaping. (in bytes).

• For MULT_RED queues, this section has the following fields

♦ queue_id : (long). Indicates the id of the queue.

♦ queue_size : (long). Indicates the queue’s queue size (in bytes).

♦ class1[MIN_THRESHOLD] : (long). Indicates the minimum threshold value

for the class.

♦ class1[MAX_THRESHOLD] : (long). Indicates the maximum threshold value

for the class.

♦ class1[max_prob]: (float). Indicate the class’s maximum drop probabilty.

♦ class1[queue_weight]: (float). Indicate the class’s weight.

♦ class2[MIN_THRESHOLD] : (long). Indicates the minimum threshold value

for the class.

♦ class2[MAX_THRESHOLD] : (long). Indicates the maximum threshold value

for the class.

♦ class2[max_prob]: (float). Indicate the class’s maximum drop probabilty.

♦ class2[queue_weight]: (float). Indicate the class’s weight.

♦ class3[MIN_THRESHOLD] : (long). Indicates the minimum threshold value

for the class.

♦ class3[MAX_THRESHOLD] : (long). Indicates the maximum threshold value

for the class.

♦ class3[max_prob]: (float). Indicate the class’s maximum drop probabilty.

♦ class3[queue_weight]: (float). Indicate the class’s weight.
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♦ shaping_rate : (long) Indicates the rate to which the queue should be shaped. (in

bits/sec).

♦ burst_len : (long) Indicates the allowable burst for shaping. (in bytes).

5.15.5 Section #4: Mapping outflows to queues

In this section, the output flows are mapped to the created queues. The output flows are

represented by outflow_id and are the result of traffic conditioning. The queues are

represented by queue_id and have already been created in the previous section. If the

buffer manager is of type THRESHOLD, then we have to qualify the queue_id with a

class_id to indicate which class of the queue is to be mapped.

This section occurs once for each mapping.

• The section begins with “begin outflow_queue”  and ends with “end

outflow_queue” .

• The various fields of this section are

♦ outflowid : (long). Indicates the outflow id.

♦ queue_id : (long). Indicates the queue id of the queue in which this packet is to

be placed.

♦ class_id : (long). Indicates the class id of the queue to be mapped.
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5.15.6 Section #5: Define the L ink Scheduler  type

This section defines the type of link scheduler to be used. The actual data required to

initialize the link scheduler is entered in the next section. This section only specifies the

type of link scheduler and we can define only one type of link scheduler. So this section

occurs only once in the script file.

• The section begins with “begin link_scheduler_header”  and ends with “end

link_scheduler_header” .

• The various fields of this section are

♦ type : (string). Indicates the link scheduler type.

♦ It can take the following values

• FIFO : A First-In First-Out scheduler.

• PRIORITY : A static priority scheduler.

• WRR : A weighted round robin scheduler.

• SCFQ : A self-clocked fair queueing scheduler.

• VC : A virtual clock scheduler.

• HIERARCHICAL : Hierarchical scheduler

• For WRR scheduler, the following fields are also defined.

♦ burstmode : (string). indicates whether the WRR operates in burst mode. In

burst mode, instead of visiting each queue in turn, it tries to remove the next

packet also from the same queue (till the weights for that queue are emptied or

there are no more packets to be transmitted from that queue).
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♦ It can take the following values

• TRUE : operates in burstmode.

• FALSE : doesn’ t operate in burstmode (default mode).

♦ decrbypktsize : (string). indicates whether the weights are decremented by one

or by the length of the packet (in bytes).

♦ It can take the following values

• TRUE : decrements by packet size.

• FALSE : doesn’ t decrement by packet size (default mode).

The default is burstmode = FALSE and decrbypktsize = FALSE.

5.15.7 Section #6: Define the L ink Scheduler  data

In this section, the parameters to initialize the link scheduler are defined. The link

scheduler parameters are defined for each queue that will be serviced by the link

scheduler. It goes without saying that these queues should have been defined in section

#3 itself. Different link schedulers have different fields. For example, for PRIORITY

scheduler, we define the priority for each queue. So, the fields for it would be queue_id

and pr ior ity for that queue. This section occurs once for each queue that needs to be

serviced. So if we have 10 queues to be serviced, this section occurs ten times, but they

should define the same fields. In other words, if the link scheduler type is priority, then

all the link scheduler data sections should define the fields for that scheduler.
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• The section begins with “begin link_scheduler_data”  and ends

• with “end link_scheduler_data” .

• This section is dependent on the type of the link scheduler.

• For FIFO, this section has the following fields

♦ queue_id : (long). indicates the queue to be serviced.

The scheduler checks all the queues and the packet with the least arrival time is

serviced.

• For PRIORITY, this section has the following fields

♦ queue_id : (long). indicates the queue to be serviced.

♦ pr ior ity : (long). the priority for the queue.

The queues with a higher value for priority are assumed to have higher priority and

will be serviced first.

• For WRR, this section has the following fields

♦ queue_id : (long). indicates the queue to be serviced.

♦ weight : (long). the weight for the queue.

• For SCFQ, this section has the following fields

♦ queue_id : (long). indicates the queue to be serviced.

♦ rate : (long). the configured rate for this session (bits/second).

• For VC, this section has the following fields

♦ queue_id : (long). indicates the queue to be serviced.

♦ AR : (long). the average rate for this session (bits/second).

♦ AI : (long). the average interval for this session (seconds).

• For HIERARCHICAL, this section has the following fields
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♦ node_id : (long). Indicates the id of the node.

♦ rate : (long). The service rate for this node. (in bits/second).

♦ parent_node : (long). Indicates the id of the parent of this node.

♦ leaf_node : (boolean). true if this node is a leaf node.

♦ queue_id : (long). the associated queue’s id if this node is a leaf node.
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6 Testing and Results

The diffserv modules were tested and the individual modules were validated. The test-

bed used is given below:

smartbits
port 1

smartbits
port 2

smartbits
port 3

source 1

source 2

Destination

Diffserv
Router

Figure 13.   Test-bed

Smartbits was used as both packet generators and packet receivers. In other words,

different ports of the Smartbits act as the source or sink for the packet flows. The links

are all 10 mb/s. The diffserv router receives two input flows through two interfaces and

transmits the flows through one output interface.

A few sample tests and its results are given below:
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6.1 Single Rate Three Color  Marker  Test

Test Descr iption:

This test aims to verify the conditioning of the traffic by SRTCM.

Test Configuration:

There are two flows going into the diffserv router, both at load 80%. The first flow is

conditioned at 5 mb/s and the second at 3 mb/s. The output is observed.

Number of Flows : 2

Line Speed (MB)(10/100) = 10

Duration (sec): 30 Burst Size : 1

FlowID SourceIP Dest IP Load % Frame length TOS byte

1 152.14.16.112 10.9.9.44 80 1514 0

2 10.8.3.4 10.9.9.44 80 1514 0

Diffserv Parameters:

1. Classification:

Number of classified flows: 2

Flow id Class Flag Classification value

1 SRC_ADDR 152.14.16.112

2 SRC_ADDR 10.8.3.4
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2. Traffic Conditioner :

Flow id: 1

Type: SRTCM

Parameters:

Cir: 3 mb/s

cbs:3028 bytes

ebs:7570 bytes

Color Action Outflow id

GREEN Normal 1

YELLOW Drop

RED Drop

Flow id: 2

Type: SRTCM

Parameters:

Cir: 5 mb/s

cbs:3028 bytes

ebs:7570 bytes

Color Action Outflow id

GREEN Normal 2

YELLOW Drop

RED Drop
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3. Buffer  Manager:

Type: Normal

Total queue size: 30280

Common parameters:

Number of queues: 2

Queue id Queue size

1 7570

2 7570

4. Mapping:

Outflow id Queue id Class id

1 1

2 2

5. Link Scheduler :

Type: FIFO

6. Results:

Flow id Input throughput Output

throughput

Avg latency Standard

deviation

1 8 mb/s 3 mb/s

2 8 mb/s 5 mb/s
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Remarks:

The flows followed the pattern expected after conditioning.

7. Conclusions:

SRTCM type traffic conditioning works.

6.2 Buffer  Manager  (NORMAL) Test

Test Descr iption:

This test aims to verify the Normal (Tail Drop) type of buffer manager.

Test Configuration:

There are two flows going into the diffserv router, both at load 100%. The first flow has

weight 6 and the second has weight 4. The output is observed.

Number of Flows : 2

Line Speed (MB)(10/100) = 10

Duration (sec): 30 Burst Size : 1

FlowID SourceIP Dest IP Load % Frame length TOS byte

1 152.14.16.112 10.9.9.44 100 1514 0

2 10.8.3.4 10.9.9.44 100 1514 0
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Diffserv Parameters:

1. Classification:

Number of classified flows: 2

Flow id Class Flag Classification value

1 SRC_ADDR 152.14.16.112

2 SRC_ADDR 10.8.3.4

2. Traffic Conditioner :

Flow id: 1

Type: DUMMYTC

Parameters:

Outflow id: 1

Flow id: 2

Type: DUMMYTC

Parameters:

Outflow id: 2

3. Buffer  Manager:

Type: Normal

Total queue size: 15140

Number of queues: 1
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Queue id Queue size

1 1514/3028/7

570/15140

4. Mapping:

Outflow id Queue id Class id

1 1

2 1

5. Link Scheduler :

Type : FIFO

6. Results:

Flow Id Buffer  Size

(bytes)

Input

throughput

Output

throughput

Avg latency

1

2

1514 10 mb/s 4.69 mb/s

5.14 mb/s

9.563 ms

9.161 ms

1

2

3028 10 mb/s 4.69 mb/s

5.1 mb/s

10.809 ms

10.372 ms

1

2

7570 10 mb/s 4.69 mb/s

5.1 mb/s

14.489 ms

14.053 ms

1

2

15140 10 mb/s 5.0 mb/s

5.1 mb/s

20.626 ms

20.192 ms
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7. Conclusions:

As we can see, the latencies increases with buffer size.

6.3 Weighted Round Robin Test

Test Descr iption:

This test aims to verify the Weighted Round Robin (WRR) Link Scheduler.

Test Configuration:

There are two flows going into the diffserv router, both at load 100%. The first flow has

weight 6 and the second has weight 4. The output is observed.

Number of Flows : 2

Line Speed (MB)(10/100) = 10

Duration (sec): 30 Burst Size : 1

FlowID SourceIP Dest IP Load % Frame length TOS byte

1 152.14.16.112 10.9.9.44 100 1514 0

2 10.8.3.4 10.9.9.44 100 1514 0

Diffserv Parameters:

1. Classification:

Number of classified flows: 2

Flow id Class Flag Classification value

1 SRC_ADDR 152.14.16.112

2 SRC_ADDR 10.8.3.4
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2. Traffic Conditioner :

Flow id: 1

Type: DUMMYTC

Parameters:

Outflow id: 1

Flow id: 2

Type: DUMMYTC

Parameters:

Outflow id: 2

3. Buffer  Manager:

Type: Normal

Total queue size: 60560

Number of queues: 2

Queue id Queue size

1 30280

2 30280

4. Mapping:

Outflow id Queue id Class id

1 1

2 2
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5. Link Scheduler :

Type : WRR

Queue_id Parameter  1=

Burst Mode

Parameter  2=

Decrbypktsize

Parameter  3=

Weight

1 True False 6

2 True False 4

6. Results:

Flow id Input throughput Output

throughput

1 10 mb/s 5.92 mb/s

2 10 mb/s 3.95 mb/s

7. Conclusions:

Link scheduler of the type WRR works in its default mode of burstmode = false &

decrbypktsize = false.
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7 Conclusions and Future Work

The differentiated services router was successfully implemented in Linux. The

implementation included various types of classifiers, traffic conditioners, buffer

managers and link schedulers. The modules were verified through testing.  The diffserv

router was also involved in an Internet 2 experiment where live video streams were fed

into it and it performed as expected.

Test-beds that are more complex can be constructed using this router as a building block

and complicated tests mimicking the real Internet scenario can be performed.

The following areas require further attention. The classification needs to be more

sophisticated so that the control packets can be separated from the unclassified packets

and handled separately. Currently, all unclassified packets and control packets are placed

in the ARP queue, which has a very high priority.. The current implementation supports

loading of the diffserv code on only one output interface. It needs to be changed to

support diffserv on multiple output interfaces.

Currently, the diffserv code is being integrated with a policy server so that it can

participate in an active policy enabled network. The policies as understood by the policy

server, needs to be translated into parameters that can be used to initialize the diffserv

modules. This is an area where further work is required in order to offer a full-fledged

diffserv solution.
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Appendix A : Data Structures Defined

typedef struct class_tc CLASS_TC;

typedef struct buff_man BUFF_MAN;

typedef struct que_data QUE_DATA;

typedef struct flow_bm FLOW_BM;

typedef struct gen_link_scheduler GEN_LINK_SCHEDULER;

typedef struct dummy_qdisc DUMMY_QDISC;

typedef struct srtcm SRTCM;

typedef struct trtcm TRTCM;

typedef struct fifo_ls_data FIFO_LS_DATA;

typedef struct prio_ls_data PRIO_LS_DATA;

typedef struct wrr_ls_data WRR_LS_DATA;

typedef struct scfq_ls_data SCFQ_LS_DATA;

typedef struct vc_ls_data VC_LS_DATA;

typedef struct ds_pkt_data DS_PKT_DATA;

typedef struct flow_stat FLOW_STAT;

typedef struct tc_action_srtcm TC_ACTION_SRTCM;

typedef struct que_class QUE_CLASS;

typedef struct pkts_list PKTS_LIST;

typedef struct hier_ls_data HIER_LS_DATA;
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// Structures Used

struct class_tc

{

// Classification and Traffic Conditioner struct

unsigned long dest_addr;

unsigned long dest_addr_mask;

unsigned long src_addr;

unsigned long src_addr_mask;

unsigned short dest_port;

unsigned short src_port;

unsigned char dscp;

unsigned char protocol;

unsigned long classif_flag;

unsigned long tc_flow_id;

unsigned long tc_type;

unsigned long out_flow_id;

void *  tc_data;

    FLOW_STAT       *  flow_stats;

CLASS_TC * next;

} ;
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struct buff_man

{

// Struct for Buffer Manager

unsigned long buff_man_type;

unsigned long total_q_size;  // in bytes

unsigned long shaping_flag;

unsigned long que_avg_flag;

    unsigned long       sampling_interval; // in millisecs

unsigned long       average_interval;  // in millisecs

struct timer_list   bm_qsize_sampling_timer;

unsigned long que_timer_started_flag;

unsigned long curr_si_cnt;

    unsigned long curr_ai_cnt;

unsigned long curr_total_q_size;  // in bytes

} ;

struct flow_bm

{

// Mapping the outflow ids to the queue ids

unsigned long out_flow_id;

unsigned long q_id;

unsigned long class_id;

FLOW_BM * next;

} ;
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struct que_class

{

// struct for queueing with multiple thresholds

unsigned long min_threshold;  // in bytes

unsigned long max_threshold;  // in bytes

unsigned long curr_q_size;  // in bytes

  float que_weight;

    float max_p;

float avg_que_size;  // in bytes

unsigned long count;  // pkts since last marked pkt

struct timeval que_idle_time_start;

    PKTS_LIST           *  head_list;

    PKTS_LIST           *  tail_list;

} ;

struct pkts_list

{

// Store the packets for queueing with multiple thresholds

   struct sk_buff *  skb;

    PKTS_LIST *  next;

    PKTS_LIST *  prev;

} ;
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struct que_data

{

// The main queueing data structure

unsigned long q_id;

unsigned long q_size;  // in bytes

// for Threshold/RED type of BM

unsigned long min_threshold;

unsigned long max_threshold;

// for RED

float  que_weight;

float max_p;

    // for multiple thresholds per queue

    QUE_CLASS       classes[NO_OF_QUE_CLASSES];

// for shaping

unsigned long ShapingRate; //bits/sec

unsigned long BurstLen;  //bytes

unsigned long SizeofLastPkt; //bytes

int FirstPkt;

int pkts_recvd_cnt;

int pkts_sent_cnt;

int pkts_shaped_cnt;

    // for hierarchical

    // the ls_data node to which this que is assigned
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    HIER_LS_DATA    *  hls_data;

// store some statistics like number of enqueues bytes, pkts etc

struct tc_stats stats;

// head ptr to the packets linked list

struct sk_buff_head queue_head;

// keep track of the current  number of bytes queued

unsigned long curr_q_size;  // in bytes

// RED variables

float avg_que_size;  // in bytes

unsigned long count;  // pkts since last marked pkt

struct timeval que_idle_time_start;

// for shaping

unsigned long TLD;  // time of last dep

unsigned long TLD_mark;

// pointer to the link sch data which contains this queue

void *  ls_data;

    // avg que size stats

unsigned long max_q_size_reached;  // in bytes

    unsigned long curr_sum_si_q_size;  // in bytes

    unsigned long curr_sum_ai_q_size;  // in bytes

    QUE_DATA * next;

} ;
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struct hier_ls_data

{

// the main hierarchical scheduler struct

unsigned long node_id;

// Only leaf nodes contain physcial queues.

    QUE_DATA * queue;

unsigned long session_rate;  //bits per sec

unsigned long init_vc;  //true or false

    struct sk_buff  *  logical_que_head;

HIER_LS_DATA *  parent; // its parent

HIER_LS_DATA *  child_nodes_list; // its children

HIER_LS_DATA *  ActiveChild;

    HIER_LS_DATA *  next_child_node; // next node in list

struct timeval AuxVC;

} ;

struct gen_link_scheduler

{

// There can be only one link scheduler for an output device.

unsigned long link_sch_type;

unsigned long bBurstMode;

unsigned long bDecrbyPktSize;

// for hierarchical schedulers

HIER_LS_DATA hier_root;
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void *  last_processed_ls_data;

// link_sch_data  is a list of link scheduler data like PRIO_LS_DATA *  etc

// But all elements of this list must be of the same kind

void *  link_sch_data;

// curr_pkt_tag is used by scfq

float curr_pkt_tag;

// timer to activate the dequeue of the device every

DEQUEUE_TIMER_VALUE

// time units

struct timer_list  ls_dequeue_timer;

} ;

struct dummy_qdisc

{

// The main queueing discipline structure

// limit signifies the sum total of all pkt lens across all queues.

// Indicates the max limit that the device is going to support

unsigned long limit;

// class_tc_head: the list of classification to flow id mapping;

// also takes care of flow id to out_flow id thru the tc_action table

CLASS_TC * class_tc_head;

// the list of out_flow id to bm mapping
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FLOW_BM * flow_bm_head;

// the buffer manager

BUFF_MAN bm;

// the list of all queues

QUE_DATA * que_data_head;

// the ARP queue

QUE_DATA * arp_que;

// the one & only LS of the device

GEN_LINK_SCHEDULER link_scheduler;

} ;

struct tc_action_srtcm

{

// map the TC condition to action & out_flow id

short action;

// action may be QD_NORMAL, QD_DROP or QD_REQUEUE

unsigned long out_flow_id;

} ;

struct srtcm

{

// struct for Single Rate Three Color Marker

// committed info rate; in bits per sec ( includes the ip header but not link

// specific headers).
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long cir;

// committed burst size; in bytes.

    long cbs;

// excess burst size; in bytes.

    long ebs;

// the ebs and cbs must be such that at least one of them is > 0.

// Recommended that when cbs or ebs > 0, it is >= size of  largest possible

// ip packet in stream

// Tc : token cnt of bucket C. It is incr by one CIR times per sec.

// initially it is equal to cbs

    long Tc;

// Te : token cnt of bucket E. Initially it is equal to ebs

    long Te;

TC_ACTION_SRTCM action[3];

struct timeval last_pkt_arr_time;

} ;

struct trtcm

{

// Two Rate Three Color Marker

// committed info rate; in bits per sec ( includes the ip header but not

// link specific headers).

long cir;
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// committed burst size; in bytes.

long cbs;

// peak info rate; in bits per sec ( includes the ip header but not link

// specific headers).

long pir;

// peak burst size; in bytes.

long pbs;

// the cbs and ebs both must be > 0. Recommended to be >= size of

// largest possible ip packet in stream

// Tc : token cnt of bucket C. It is incr by one CIR times per sec.

// initially it is equal to cbs

    long Tc;

// Tp : token cnt of bucket P. initially it is equal to pbs

    long Tp;

TC_ACTION_SRTCM action[3];

struct timeval last_pkt_arr_time;

} ;
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struct fifo_ls_data

{

// FIFO Link Scheduler struct

QUE_DATA * queue;

FIFO_LS_DATA * next;

} ;

struct prio_ls_data

{

// Static Priority Link Scheduler struct

unsigned long priority;

QUE_DATA * queue;

PRIO_LS_DATA * next;

} ;

struct wrr_ls_data

{

// Weighted Round Robin Link Scheduler struct

unsigned long weight_max;

unsigned long weight_ctr;

QUE_DATA * queue;

WRR_LS_DATA * next;

} ;
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struct scfq_ls_data

{

// Self-Clocked Fair Queueing Link Scheduler struct

unsigned long session_rate;  //bits per sec

float prev_tag;

QUE_DATA * queue;

SCFQ_LS_DATA* next;

} ;

struct vc_ls_data

{

// Virtual Clock Link Scheduler struct

unsigned long AR; //bits per sec

unsigned long AI;

struct timeval VC;

struct timeval AuxVC;

unsigned long bytesXmitted;

QUE_DATA * queue;

VC_LS_DATA * next;

} ;
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struct ds_pkt_data

{

// data that is added to each packet on enqueue() and stripped on dequeue()

struct timeval  vc_timestamp;

    float           scfq_tag;

    short           class_id;

    FLOW_STAT       *  flow_stats;

} ;

struct flow_stat

{

unsigned long pkts_recvd_cnt;

unsigned long pkts_sent_cnt;

unsigned long pkts_dropped_tc_cnt;

unsigned long pkts_dropped_bm_cnt;

} ;
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Appendix B : Sample Scr ipts

Sample # 1

Let us look at an example where we have four input flows. These four input flows are

conditioned to three output flows, which in turn are mapped to three queues. Finally, we

use a WRR link scheduler.

# This is a sample qdisc.rc file

begin class_tc

class_flag = DEST_ADDR&SRC_ADDR

dest_addr = 10.9.6.2

src_addr = 10.9.8.2

flow_id = 1

tc_type = SRTCM

begin tc_data

# cir = 5 mb/sec

cir =  5000000

# cbs = 100*1514 bytes

cbs = 151400

# ebs = 100*1514 bytes

ebs = 151400

action[RED] = DROP

action[YELLOW] = REQUEUE
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outflowid[YELLOW] = 1

action[GREEN] = NORMAL

outflowid[GREEN] = 1

end tc_data

end class_tc

begin class_tc

class_flag = DEST_ADDR&SRC_ADDR

dest_addr = 10.9.6.2

src_addr = 10.9.5.2

flow_id = 2

tc_type = TRTCM

begin tc_data

# pir = 4 mb/sec

pir =  4000000

# pbs = 50*1514 bytes

pbs = 75700

cir =  4000000

# cbs = 50*1514 bytes

cbs = 75700

action[RED] = DROP

action[YELLOW] = REQUEUE

outflowid[YELLOW] = 1

action[GREEN] = NORMAL
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outflowid[GREEN] = 1

end tc_data

end class_tc

begin class_tc

class_flag = DEST_ADDR&SRC_ADDR

dest_addr = 10.9.2.2

src_addr = 10.9.2.5

flow_id = 3

tc_type = DUMMYTC

begin tc_data

outflowid = 2

end tc_data

end class_tc

begin class_tc

class_flag = DEST_ADDR&SRC_ADDR

dest_addr = 10.9.2.2

src_addr = 10.9.2.7

flow_id = 4

tc_type = DUMMYTC

begin tc_data

outflowid = 3

end tc_data

end class_tc
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begin buff_man

type = NORMAL

total_que_size = 1514000

end buff_man

begin que_data

queue_id = 1

queue_size = 151400

end que_data

begin que_data

queue_id = 2

queue_size = 151400

end que_data

begin que_data

queue_id = 3

queue_size = 151400

end que_data

begin outflow_queue

outflowid = 1

queue_id = 1

end outflow_queue

begin outflow_queue
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outflowid = 2

queue_id = 2

end outflow_queue

begin outflow_queue

outflowid = 3

queue_id = 3

end outflow_queue

begin link_scheduler_header

type = WRR

burstmode = false

decrbypktsize = true

end link_scheduler_header

begin link_scheduler_data begin

queue_id = 1

weight = 10000

end link_scheduler_data

begin link_scheduler_data

queue_id = 2

weight = 20000

end link_scheduler_data
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begin link_scheduler_data

queue_id = 3

weight = 40000

end link_scheduler_data

Sample # 2

Let us look at an example where we have two input flows. These two input flows are

conditioned to two output flows, which in turn are mapped to two queues. Finally, we use

a Virtual Clock link scheduler.

# This is a sample qdisc.rc file

begin class_tc

class_flag = DEST_ADDR&SRC_ADDR

dest_addr = 10.9.6.2

src_addr = 10.9.8.2

flow_id = 1

tc_type = SRTCM

begin tc_data

# cir = 3 mb/sec

cir =  3000000

# cbs = 100*1514 bytes

cbs = 151400

# ebs = 100*1514 bytes
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ebs = 151400

action[RED] = DROP

action[YELLOW] = REQUEUE

outflowid[YELLOW] = 1

action[GREEN] = NORMAL

outflowid[GREEN] = 1

end tc_data

end class_tc

begin class_tc

class_flag = DEST_ADDR&SRC_ADDR

dest_addr = 10.9.6.2

src_addr = 10.9.5.2

flow_id = 2

tc_type = SRTCM

begin tc_data

# cir = 4 mb/s

cir =  4000000

# cbs = 50*1514 bytes

cbs = 75700

# ebs = 50*1514 bytes

ebs = 75700

action[RED] = DROP

action[YELLOW] = REQUEUE
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outflowid[YELLOW] = 2

action[GREEN] = NORMAL

outflowid[GREEN] = 2

end tc_data

end class_tc

begin buff_man

type = NORMAL

total_que_size = 1514000

end buff_man

begin que_data

queue_id = 1

queue_size = 151400

end que_data

begin que_data

queue_id = 2

queue_size = 151400

end que_data

begin outflow_queue

outflowid = 1

queue_id = 1

end outflow_queue

begin outflow_queue

outflowid = 2
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queue_id = 2

end outflow_queue

begin link_scheduler_header

type = VC

end link_scheduler_header

begin link_scheduler_data begin

queue_id = 1

AR = 3000000

AI = 1000

end link_scheduler_data

begin link_scheduler_data

queue_id = 2

AR = 4000000

AI = 1000

end link_scheduler_data


